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Training Series prepared for Ohio DSP Leaders! 

 

Training 3 of 5 – Featuring Diana Hollander 
https://hchoices.s3-us-west-

2.amazonaws.com/DaveH/All+Choices+Matter/Christopher_Milo_DH/DSP+Series/D
SP+Series+-+Diana+and+Christopher+Milo_1.mp4  

 
 
DODD Core Values: Consistency 
 
13 Messages from Milo: Work Together and Coach 
 
Suggested Grade Levels: Middle School, High School and Adult 
 
Suggested Uses: This video may be used to begin a discussion on Consistency. 
What does being consistent look like for you as a leader? What are the benefits of 
you leading with a consistent heart and mindset? One of the most important pieces in 
leadership is consistency. One way of being consistent is coaching well and working 
together with respect. Valuing each other and simply being present for one another is 
a good place to begin. What do these words mean to you and how do you apply them 
in your role? 

 
Purpose of the Video: The purpose of this video is to ignite conversations, break 
down barriers, understanding identity, and to help others realize a can do attitude. 
We need to show we are working together and coaching well. Being consistent will 
help you show these character traits!   
 
Running Length:  5:30 
 
 
Discussion Questions:  
 

How would you describe your approach in being consistent in 
your leadership or supportive role?  How do you use that to be 
better at your job? What do you need to do to make changes for 
you? Do you need to improve on your coaching technics or do you 
struggle working with other people? 
(Write down your answers here!) 
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EMPATHY Commitment:   
“All interactions will be based on Genuine care and concern for all 
involved. I will listen well to those we serve, our partners and each 
other.” 

 
 
Before the Video:  

Are you someone who likes to talk more than listen? Have you ever had 
a difficult time working with people? In a high-level relationship role, 
how do you overcome this and perform your duties well? What are 
some things you can do for you… so you can overcome? (On your 
attitude, fear, etc.) Who do you know that is a great coach and listener? 
What do you need to do to become better at these skills? What do you 
need in order to be successful at your job? (Continue to take notes in 
the space provided) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Answers will vary:  Note: Being unsure is normal and reason to do 
additional research.   

 
Video Introduction: “We will be watching a short video featuring Diana 
Hollander and Christopher Milo. We are going to learn about Diana’s 
experience and how she has chosen to make Consistency, Working 
Together and Coaching a top priority. During this video, look for the 
moments where Consistency, is highlighted. Let’s Begin!” 
 
NOTE: -Play the Video Here- 

 
After the Video:  

Choose as many questions as you would like to review. (you can always 
break this up into multiple sessions) 

a. What did you learn from this video? 
b. How can you help someone else reach his or her goals?  
c. Let us work together to figure out realistic goals then a plan to reach 

our goals! (Good Attitude to have) 
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d. What happens to humans when we listen and communicate well? 
(we feel loved, cared for, valued, etc)  

e. Who are the people in your life that you have worked side by side to 
accomplish a common goal? What can you do to improve on the 
next time this may happen? 

f. What happens during a given day when you come to work with a 
poor attitude and do not feel like you want to work with other 
people? What happens if you don’t? 

g. Never give up on what you want. Just do it! Put your mind to it. What 
are some other thoughts or words of encouragement you would offer 
to those you are working with? 

h. Who is challenging you to do better in your life? Maybe it’s you! You 
can do this! 

i. Speak up and ask for help! Who is person you go to for advice, help 
or encouragement from? (THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT)  

j. Consistency is described as doing something the same way 
repeatedly. If you find something that works well, you may not want 
to change it. If you need to improve, are you willing to be humble 
and open yourself to learning from others or perhaps even finding a 
coach in those you work with? 

k. Always try and give it your best. Where do you see evidence of each 
of the 13 Messages from Milo (Work Together and Coach) in your 
role?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Answers:   

These questions will bring on many answers and may be all over the place. 
You may uncover something that someone or even yourself, have been trying 
to talk about and manage in their life but have not been able to articulate or 
explain it in a way they, or even yourself, feels understood. You may want to 
write some of the questions down and revisit them. Be sure to revisit the 
questions! Ask yourself, “Am I modeling this lesson well? Am I showing 
respect? Am I accepting the things I can’t change”? If you are going to take the 
time to lead, Lead Well!  
 
You are amazing! 

 
Words of Encouragement: 

• Never let your negative or hurtful circumstances define you.  
• You were CHOSEN for this position to serve others! Do it with the highest 

integrity! You Got This! 
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• Focus on what is in your control. Do not dwell on things you cannot 
change! 

• You, are an OVERCOMER! 
 

Optional Assignment/Homework:  
Research one hobby, career or skill that interests you. Do something for you! 
Write a short summary of the advantages and disadvantages to share with 
your Staff or group. How do you see yourself taking on that sport or new skill? 
What do you need to do in order to realize your goals and dreams? Who do 
you need to partner with to make it happen? Being humble, vulnerable and 
showing you are personally growing are important details when leading 
 
What are you going to put your mind to so you can accomplish your goals and 
rise to the challenge? Take on new challenges every day. Surround yourself 
with people that will build you up. While you are doing this, your team is 
watching closely at your growth. Model well! YOU CAN DO THIS! 

 
 
Professional Suggestions to be considered: 
 
 

1. Communication-I am a strong believer in talk, write, show, teach, nurture all 
while being concise and clear. I also mention the tin can game in my 
orientation with DSP’s.  Most do not remember the game but I want to point 
out the importance of clear and concise communication. It is also for this 
reason that I do not like to text. I think that texting sometimes confuses so I am 
careful about what I text and what I communicate in other modes of 
communication. I spend time with the DSP’s on the floor training until they are 
comfortable.  I team with a staff so they get a wide variety of different ways to 
do the same task always saying to them that they will have their own style and 
that is perfectly fine! 

2. Working along side of the staff.  This is important to both the DSP’s and the 
individuals.  We are a team and we all work together.  Not sure how 
supervisors can instruct or direct their DSP’s from a distance.  It takes the 
team to give the individuals the very best care and it is the team that works 
together that makes a difference. 

3. Appreciation- I constantly show our staff our appreciation.  Random acts of 
appreciation really boost morale and appreciation.  These then naturally breed 
pride and good care.  Kindness breeds kindness. A cup of coffee or a favorite 
drink, get to know your staff, what they like!  We buy a pizza dinner randomly 
for the staff to enjoy, donuts or ice cream on a hot day.  We acknowledge 
every staff birthday and gifts for new baby’s and weddings, achievements, 
etc… 

4. Along with appreciation comes “Celebrating the DSP’s. This can be done in a 
variety of ways.  Normal appreciation but I love the random acts and I like to 
include the individuals with things such as baking their favorite treat or making 
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a card. We do this a lot and have had it bring tears of joy and smiles.  
Everyone deserves recognition and we make sure we recognize each one 
individually at different times.  This goes a long way and it has helped our staff 
and our staff longevity. 

5. Training and comfort levels.  We stick with new staff until they are completely 
comfortable. Each staff is different with different comfort levels. We provide the 
staff with not only the training that is required but additional training on areas 
they are interested in.  Some of our college students are in a certain program 
and if we can offer training that helps them and helps us it is a win win.  For 
instance, a student in a PT program would be the one to accompany the 
individual to their PT appointments to see first hand care by the PT and this is 
valuable for both us and the DSP. 

6. Staff input and implementing the input is big. My staff has a bit of an issue with 
chores that were not always completed with some staff.  The staff suggested I 
come up with a new chore chart with more accountability.  I did that and have 
not had one ounce of trouble since.  It was their idea and the buy in is 
incredible. I think as a supervisor that this is also an easier route for me.  I did 
not have to figure it out, they did and I just implemented it and the DSP’s 
trained each other on it! 

7. I will go with communication again.  Icons work for individuals and also work 
for DSP’s. Long memos get lost in the shuffle. No one ever told me I have too 
much communication and no one has ever told me I lack in communication. 
Short and sweet and to the point; always ending with a “thank you for all you 
do and all you are” goes a long way! This models great Coaching! 

8. Plans-everyone needs a plan.  Clear plans and consistency are the ticket to 
smooth running with everyone on the same page.  The individuals need to 
know the plan for the day, shift, month, whatever it may be and the DSP’s 
deserve that same “plan”! There are always things that will get in the way of 
the plan (it does not need to be a written plan, as you build your team the plan 
becomes what is expected and naturally they follow suit) but you have a base, 
you have direction and you can get back on the plan. It is consistent for all 
involved in the care.  It also gives the individuals process time and as staff we 
also appreciate process time. 

9. Tools to do your job.  We ask our staff almost daily “what do you need to have 
the very best day”? We will buy whatever they need.  Crafts, games, food, 
activities, whatever they need.  Also going back to empowerment, I ask the 
staff to plan the activities and then we make sure they have everything to 
complete the activity.  We do many “contests” among our houses and this 
empowers the staff and individuals. It also involves a bit of competition and, of 
course, there are always prizes involved! DPS’s again, think of ideas outside 
of the box and it not only enriches the lives of the individuals, the staff are 
empowered which then spills into engaging other staff and it breeds and 
fosters “the good stuff.” YES! 

10. If you work along with your staff, you know how things run, you are available, 
open door policy, jump in and help, provide the staff with the necessary tools. 
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If you empower them, work together, coach them well and do it all consistently, 
you can have the awesome staff that you deserve! 

In Closing:  
 
It is easy to write all these things down on paper but it is the implementation of these 
and others that makes your team a team; a team that is meeting the needs of our 
individuals and providing the very best care both emotionally and physically. I will 
also say that just implementing the items listed makes the supervisor’s job much 
easier.  It relieves some of the unnecessary stress of management. It takes 
micromanagement away and we all know that micromanagement is both stressful 
and time consuming. 
 
 
 


